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Rejoinder to Letter by Mar|o C. Grignetti 
Grignetti evidently accepts the results of our paper which are demon- 
strated in the examples of dictionary encodings in Fig. 1 of p. 329 and 
in Table 4 at the top of p. 330, but objects to the analysis we have made 
for achieving this compression. The disagreement, we believe, arises 
from a difference in definition as t'o the criterion of compression which, 
when coupled with Grignetti's overlooking of a condition we stated 
clearly, gives rise to his criticism. 
Grignetti challenges our analysis on several grounds. He questions our 
assertions concerning necessary and sufficient conditions but his criti- 
cism is directed to operational, not mathematical, considerations. Suffi- 
ciency is challenged because "the range of validity of their sufficiency is, 
in most cases, too restricted to be useful." The failure of the necessity 
of conditions arises from the "omission to consider the total number of 
dictionary look-ups required to encode the sample." We have not stated 
that our conditions are necessarily economically practical and in the final 
paragraph (p. 332) point out that "The practicality of such a maximum 
compression system is dependent upon the time delay and analysis and 
generation costs that would be entailed." The range of validity was ex- 
plored in Tables 2 and 3 and it was this exploration which led to, and 
was discussed, in the paper. His criticism of necessary and sufficient 
conditions is, therefore, irrelevant and unwarranted. 
The crux of the disagreement stems from a definition of "entropy per 
letter." Grignetti defines H, 1 = HW/L ,  where W = total number of 
words in a message and L is the total number of letters in those words. 
By considering the average number of letters per word, Grignetti uses 
a normalized measure which is independent of the length of the sample 
being encoded. 
We define H~ = H/L ,  from which Grignetti develops a reductioad 
absurdum. However, we have made it clear in both the text and the 
illustrations that compression can be shown using our definition only if 
the L is held constant in relation to any grouping of the constant number 
of word tokens in a message. On p. 328, in discussing Figs. 1B and 1D, 
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it is emphasized that L is constant over the several encodings. In Fig. 1C, 
when W was not held constant, and hence L varied, it is stated explicitly 
that it cannot be determined whether entropy per letter decreases. 
On p. 326, in discussing our case (ii), we clearly state that it is not 
sufficient o consider only the individual word groups "without also 
considering S = ZF~ ," where S is the equivalent of Grignetti's W. 
Where Grignetti states mathematically the normalized entropy per 
letter, we have, in effect, made the same statement, with the normaliza- 
tion inferred but never overlooked. It might have been better to have 
made our consideration more explicit and to have presented a general 
equation instead of the specific equation on p. 328 which illustrates a
given example. 
Let us use Grignetti's definition of entropy per letter and apply it to 
our example. Assume _M( = L /W)  of Fig. 1A is 5 letters per word. Then 
H~ 1 = 2.800/5 - 0.56. 
Since there are 96 X 5 = 480 letters in 96 tokens in Fig. 1A, the average 
letters per word (coded item) in Fig. 1D is 480/86 = 5.58, and 
Ht 1 = 2.690/5.58 = 0.48. 
Hence, by Grignetti's definition also, our Fig. 1D achieves greater com- 
pression than 1A. The same is true of Fig. lB. 
The use of the term "total entropy" was inadvertent and not helpful, 
although its equivalence to average information content was thought 
to be clear. 
Grignetti's use of a counterexample is not valid conceptually since 
our analysis tates that there are conditions when reencoding will not 
achieve more compression. Indeed, in developing the illustration, it was 
simpler to achieve less compression than more. Our summary of Table 1 
inferred that entropy per letter tends to decrease as element size in- 
creases. We implied both Bits/Element and Bits/Letter in our statement 
but did not make the connection explicit. 
Brillouin's and Bemer's papers (cited in Table 1) show that the en- 
tropy of a message nsemble is a function not only of the corpus of 
words but how these are encoded. Bemer, for example, cites entropies 
ranging from 10.76 to 13.02 for the same corpus of 10,926 words. We 
have attempted to extend the encoding technique by combining word 
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groups. Both by our definition and Grignetti's, we believe we have made 
a step in the direction of achieving reater compression. 
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